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INTERVIEW WITH JOHN LLOYD 
Interviewer Magnus Gunther 
Tape side A 

l 

(Infelicities of speech and grammar, repetiti ons etc 
have been removed) 
I : This is an interview with John Lloyd. It is taking 

place in Exeter, Britain and i t ' s the 4th of 
September 1993 . John, I thought we might start the 
interview by just asking you to reflect a bit on what 
got you into .... what is the background to your 
getting invol ved in the anti-apartheid struggle, 
generally, and through the student union and so on. 
Can you tell us a little bit about where you were 
born and when you were born and whether there wer~ 
family or schooling influences? 

JL : I was born in Lesotho but I went mostly to school in 
South Africa . The influences on me were not 
particularly fami l y. My mother was a--""'political and 
she was divorced. Bue at school we had a history 
teacher who would take the textbook for the matric 
exam, the senior certificate exam and say, "T his is 
what your textbook says, here are some original 
documents , think about the discrepancies . klon't 
answer any question on this section of your exam" . So 
we were aware pretty early on that there was an 
official version of South African history that was 
not accurate and that it was unwise to question it if 
you wanted to pass. From a strict historical 
position, I would imagine, he came more from the left 
wing. 

I : [ InterrruptsJ I am sorry. I am going to do this to 
you a couple of times. The school was where? 

JL: Durban High School . A man called Aitken [?Tape 
Unclear] who was the teacher there . 

I: Was that your matriculation year or a little earlier 
[when you took] ~ history? 

JL : That would have been the last two years leading up to 
matriculation, 19~ 7-58 . 

I : Sorry, I hope I ~'ii' t break your stream of thought . 
JL: Oh no, ask me for details I am used to this because 

I speak to journalists quite often . Then I went to 
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Natal University, Pietermaritzburg, in 1959 ~ and I 
can remember being recruited into the Liberal Party. 

I: Who did that? 
JL: He was a bloke whose name I cannot remember now. I 

think this guy was a thorough going liberal, somebody 
who in Britain would have been a member of the 
Liberal Party and not of the Labour Party . 

I: That happened early on in your B.A? 
JL: Yes, and I remember feeling great trepidation because 

I was well aware that the Liberal Party amongst even 
English speaking whites who my parents associated 
with was regarded as being beyond the pale . This 
despite the fact, incidentally, that we were related, 
a long way away, to Patrick Duncan who was editor of 
various liberal papers . 

I : Yes, Contact. 
JL: And was the son of ,i' a forme.r1 Governor General. 

Nevertheless , he was regarded as the black she~ of 
our family. So I did that with some trepidation.j,_n my 
first year > I went to the NUSAS conference on the 
Witwatersrand, the one in 1959. 

I: We are talking 1958-59 at this point , and it is in 
your first year at the university? 

JL: Of course , the big issue then was the universities 
where they ( the white nationalist government] were 
excluding non-Whites from Lhose few universities, Wits 

•• and Cape Town > which had admitted them. That was a 
fierce political battle b~n being fought and it was 

., a very sharp one\~ .• w.pich could engage the interest of 
liberal because there were issues of academic 
freedom there . They didn ' t have to face issues of 
what needs to be done. [Following sentence 
indecipherable] . 

I : John , just to push your memory back as far as we can 
on that, do you remember it as a time, I mean you 
clearly .. . , it is very interesting, in the first year 
for a student to join the Liberal Party . It was quite 
a brave decision, it was probably quite a lonely one 
too unless you bad friends [aiso] doing it . Do you 
remember ... I mean you must of had some feelings of 
injustice about the society . .. ? 

JL: Yes , I had feelings of inJustice. I can remember my 
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political thinking going back to the 1950s ' I was 
well aware of the Passive Resistance movement then 
and what was happening then. So as a young child I , 
perhaps naively, believed that my views were shared 
by a wide section of society . You knowi there was a 
generally liberal tone to the Eng ish- speaking 
newspa pers and particularly the Rand Da ily Mail., And 
the Natal Witness at that time had a very strong 
liberal line. There was a history lecturer called 

rl\t\Y~ r~c\l ,,0 ,tri Mark ~ who wrote very incisive editorials . We 
quite generally believed that most right-thinking 
people were opposed to apartheid. What I then 
realized is that they [English-speaking whites] were 
playing a double game , you know, you can be opposed 
to apartheid but don ' t take it too far . Don ' t let it 
ruin your career . And don ' t get into trouble like I 
did. You know the typical English, if you like, 
hypocrisy . You can be against something but you can 
make a~ot of money out of it . 

I : 
JL : 
I : 

Sure . And don ' t rock the boat while you are doing so . 
Don' t make a big deal about it. 
Getting involved in NUSAS was also qui te unusual in 
those days because NUSAS was .. . what they might call 
long- haired radicals ... . 

JL: Yes that was quite a culture shock for me , I think, 
I have never met . ... 

[JL ' s wife Jen or Jan enters at this point . Introductions 
are made and the tape contains some discussion of domestic 
matters} 
I : O. K. let ' s go on . Should we get rolling? 
JL ; So we were talking about NUSAS and getting involved . 

Well certainly the NUSAS scene was a bit of a culture 
shock . I can remember people like Saul Bastomsky and 
people like that who represenc.ed a middle European 
culture to me and parti cularly a more co~ mopolitan 
view of the world . I am not using that as i euphemism 
for Jewish because there was a strong Jewish 
influence. There were a lot of Jewish lads at the 
school that I went to . 

I : This was UNP? 
JL : Yes I didn't know who [was Jewish}at Durban High . 
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JL: They brought into t.he political debate a socialist 
strand that I had never encountered before . .. a view 
of things ... . Some of them were members of the 
Congress of Democrats (COD)and some of them were just 
on the left but certainly farther left than one would 
have encountered in [sic] the editorial columnists of 
some white English papers ) 4Md certainly farther left 
than the average main stream English-speaking person 
in South Africa. 

I: So NUSAS played a decisive role in your 
politicisation? 

JL: Oh absolutely. 
I: You started thinking more and getting more actively 

involved, etc.? 
JL: That is right and then, of course, any group like 

that becomes a support group, doesn't it, it was the 
Liberal Party/ NUSAS sort of in conjunction and in 
Natal you had quite a strong Liberal Party- you had 
Peter Brown. 
In the year of Sharpeville, that was the next year 

" 1960, a number of our lectures were arrested and, of 
course, you know that was \mmediately personal I 
remember Durant who was our lecturer and Professor in 
English and South African [literature?] coming in 
and reading Wordsworth's poem t'Q Proson Redacteur 
about the new freedom . He just read it to the group 
and he said (we knew something had happened) three 
of your lecturep have been arrested and then he just 
walked out in a dramatic gesture . Those were times 
when you were very actively engaged. We had a small 
group which would go out and paint signs) not attached 
to any other group. 

I: Yes those are very typical Congress 0£ Democrats 
kinds of activities. 

JL: Bue we weren ' t actually working with chem. 
I: You were on your own? 
JL: There are people now who are respectable teachers and 

business leaders in South Africa t who were with me 
painting road signs and leafle~ing at night in 
Pietermaritzburg. That's when I started smoking. 

I: It was enough to start you smoking? 
JL: Well, absolutely, because you'd gather at night and 
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people would pass a fag around and you couldn't 
resist. 
You couldn ' t resist, you were fairly nervous and the 
adrenalin was going? 
That is right. 
So your outside anti-apartheid activities ended 
around Shar~?"ille which was a big shock? 
That actually totally intensified it and pushed it 
outside~ I think, the~ if you like1 legitimate arena . 
One might say into the fringe , into the extra - legal. 
And starting to think, I mean, in those days I 
remember in the Liberal Party we started talking 
about extra- constitutional activity . 
Well people started talking about thatJ yes. 
1959, is what I remember. 
I didn ' t start to think like that until Sharpeville . 
Well , I mean, there are some people who even rememb~ ~,__ 
that after Sharpeville John Harris made a ech 
talking about you know . ... I don't know if ou went 
to the Liberal Party congress [that year] , I didn ' t 
but someone said to me . .. [ that John Harris had 
talked about the need for extra - constitutional 
activity} 
There were a few of them yes [speeches?]. 
Sheila Robertson whom I was talking to this week 
remembered suddenly getting a message that there were 
now [1960] two levels of the Liberal Party emergin~ 
Yes. -if I can jump forward a little bit I can remenilSer 
when I was involved in the ARM and still being 
involved in the Liberal Party going on with Liberal 
Party meetings . Certainly) it was a stressful life 
because at the one level you are talking 
constitutional opposition, at the other level you 
were perhaps involved in the non-constitutional 
opposition1 ~d I am sure you were given/giving coded 
messages about it. 
Yes , I bet, and she said he started talking ':3-bout , 
" ~ ll you know we are going to have to operate in an 
underground fashion'' but her interpretation of it was 
that was only to di~tribu~e information about people 
who were being put away and the like J l ike in Nazi 
Germany. So she understood it in a limited kind of 
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fashion . 
I can remember one occasion a member of the Liberal 
Party in Johannesburg> who in fact was a very hard 
working member in the partyJ inviting me around £or a 
meal and he said, "I just want to go and pick up one 
0£ the African membersn, who had been at high school. 
When he was away his wife said to me, "I wish you 
would help my husband because he is drinking too 
much" . I had never met her before and I felt that was 
a very odd thing to say (my father had been an 
alcoholic). I started thinking [and it seemed clear 
to Lloyd] that he had been hinting that we ought to 
be exploring extra- parliamentary activities . And when 
he came back) I realized that what he was doing was 
pumping me and the African member for information as 
to our involvement> and I suddenl y put two and two 
together alcoholic, money ) and this man isJ and you 
know .. . . 
Do you think he 
Well I know 
afterwards . He 
provocateur. 

was actuall y .. . . 
this because he was 
was involved . accing 

named 
as an 

soon 
agent 

Tha.t, was not Ludi was it? 
No. l t wasn't Ludi . Ludi I knew because I happened to 
be doing a post- graduate course at the university and 
I was in the same [courses with himJ .He was at that 
time working as a reporter on the Rand Daily Mail. He 
reported something I said in a way which totally 
distorted it. I attributed it to his being a member 
of the Congress of Democrats , undermining the Liberal 
Party and, of course, he was a police spy. No this 
was another man and he had been involved in taking a 
more innocent member along to plant a bomb at a 
police station . 
Oh; I think I know this. Was he involved with Marius 
Schoon? 
Absolutel y right . 
Oh, he was an elderly man in the Liberal Party who 
was involved in that and he wa s the agent 
provocateur? I know who it was . I know the name and 
I know the guy actually . I remember the Schoon case . 
In fact I bumped into Schoon and spent a couple of 
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hours with him in the South Africa group recently . (I 
G\l'h rs in error here . The agent provocateur was not 

elderly and -t,Jte. I did not knoi-.r him] 
I : Sorry, as an aside , I guess you started at UNP in 

1958-59? 
JL: 1959, yes. 
I: 1959) O. K. February 1959> that would have been . Your 

first NUSAS Congress was actually 1959 so you were 
really quite actively invo~ved as a first year 
studen t j and you finished three years or did you do an 
Honours degree? 

JL : I did an Honours in English 
I : Would you have been contacted at that 

point . . . Sharpeville in 1960? 
JL : After I had finished my Honours I went to work on the 

Natal Witness and Hugh Lewin, in a sense, got me that 
job . 

I: And Hugh was in Pietermaritzburg at that point? Maybe 
we can jump in just to the first ARM contact and your 
react ions to it? 

JL: Well, that was through Hugh . 

I : So Hugh would have recruited you? 
JL : Yes . 
I : Would it have been in Pietermaritzburg? 
JL : I think it might have been in Pietermaritzburg.NoJ it 

was in Johannesburg. 
JL : I can remember driving around in the car with him and 

he floated this. But I think J as you hint> the ground 
had been laid.You know quite a number of us had been 
involved, in retrospect . 

I: Yes , and the sort of extra- constitutional activities 
like painting slogans and so on~ .. So it pucs you in 
that direction. 

JL : That is right . AlsoJ we felt that once the government 
had banned the African National Congress and the Pan
African Congress and by its actions in the State of 
Emergency and Sharpeville , that it itself had in a 
sense legitimised illegitimate activity. 

I : That there was no alternative any mor e ? 
JL : That is right . That the liberal notion that you could 

actually persuade people was not going to work . 
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Persuade people by reason really. 
I: Can you remember dates when you would have had this 

conversation with Hugh? 
JL: It must have been 1962. No, it was late 1963. 
I: By that time, of course, the ARM had carried out some 

activities, certainly in the Cape . Can you just 
try ... it was a very important conversation obviously, 
can you remember any of the terms of. . . how he 
described it and what its goals were and what was 
expected of you . . . any of that stuff? 

JL: Well , as I understood iL, the way he put it was that 
its intention was to wake people up . That the 
sabotage involved would be symbolic sabotage which 
would minimize risks to life but attack symbolic 
targets ~ like radio masts, pylons, electric pylons 
so that you would cut electricity to whole places and 
people would realize with a shock and maybe give some 
thought perhaps to what is going on and would change 
their minds . I mean , on reflection~ of course, it was 
[naive?] 1t was that sort of thing short of full 
revolution which was attractive to liberals. 

I : And where do you start anyway? 
JL; Actually, yes. 
I: And there was no place for liberals ~Let me just ask 

you three questions in connection with this . It may 
not tie directly in with your drive with Hugh. 
One question was whether people fully understood that 
that violence against property might lead to violence 
against people . 

JL : I can remember debates on that point within. 
I: Within your cell or whatever iL was called. 
JL: Well, yes, it is too strong LO say that I was within 

a cell, my only point of contact was with Hugh. 
I : So you never really knew that there was a group, 

necessarily . 
JL: The only time I ever met a group, well Hugh, Rosemary, 

and I would usually go out together sometimes we 
would pick up a fourth person. 

I: One of the Africans perhaps? 
JL: Sometimes one of the Africans but seldom, I think, 

partly because as you remember from that peri od that 
was not a safe thing to be doing in the middle of the 
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night . 
I: Unless the African was driving and you were sitting 

at the back preferably with a cigar. 
JL: I can remember when on one other occasion, I think, 

going and actually constructing timing devices by 
soldering little bits of wire and all I knew about it 
is that it was the bloke was a university lecturer 
who was teaching. 

I: How to do it? Or you were doing it with him? 
JL: He was teaching [us] . 
I: You were doing a training? 
JL: Yes. 
I: Was this fellow called Denis Higgs? 
JL: That is probably right, yes. 
I; So, you were just saying that at one time you 

remember being trained in the making of timers.Were 
there times later? 

JL: Well > I think there was only one later. I mean in 
somenody' s kitchen. That was the only time I got 
involve~ in the hard end. Otherwise> my job was to 
drive,~ lBasically. I was aware that Hugh was having 
meetings but he was my only point of contact . 

I; So in a way you were being kept at a distance? 
JL: I was being kept at a distance, yes . 
I: Did you resent that at all? 
JL: No, I will tell you the metaphor I think of most is 

oaf sleep walking. I felt that. I used to £eel a big 
pit in my stomach when Hugh would say, " Well there is 
a job tonight". I mean as often as late as that he 
would tell me. You'd think, ~@h Go~ it has not gone 
away / Then you ' d go and do it and the next day you 
would be doing your ordinary life . It was an event out 
of your life in a way. It was a strange sort of 
sleepwalking experience. 

I: But very anxiety filled? 
JL: Oh, absolutely. 
I : Yes, a sweaty business that. You knew it was 

dangerous and you knew that your life was at stake. 
JL: That ' s right, I mean you knew there were roadblocks. 

I went on a few sorties in the East Rand. Looking for 
targets first of all and then actually planting the 
devices. 
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I: With Hugh? 
JL: Always with Hugh . Hugh had a Volkswagen, an old VW 

and we always went out at night. 
I: So there was always the danger as you were travelling 

in the East Rand that the police were going to stop 
you just out of the blue? 

JL: That is right. 
I: Did you make any special efforts to conceal? I mean 

you never created any secret cache in floor boards 
and things of that sort? 

JL: No> most of the trips were not with any devicesJ yYou 
know were dry runs as I remember without devices . I 
am trying to think how often I did plant devices • I 
can only remember one occasion. 

I : That was what I was going to ask you next . Was it a 
successful action? 

JL: Yes. It was a pylon. 
JL : And we would anxiously scan the papers the next day 

and listen to the radio and would wonder how much 
[publicity] it~ going to get. As I said, you ' d 
assume, perhaps naively, that this is going to stop 
everybody in their tracks. You were going to shut 
down the Rand and they would say," My God we are 
wrong . fnave got to re- examine apartheid" .[Laughter] . 

I: Just on"" that for a lic.tle bit. It sounds like you 
were fairly active, at least in the reconnaissances . 
This is very hard to remember but was there an 
activity every couple of weeks that you can recall? 
~ -

JL : About once a month, I should say . 
I ; But during none of this period were you called into 

the "cells" to discuss tactics or st~ategy? 
JL: No, I was not involved at all at that. 
I: You were never involved in the so- called Regional 

Committee or the National Committee of the 
organization either then. 

JL: No. I was aware that Hugh went . 
I : Yes 1but you obviously didn't ask that many questions 

eitfier. 
JL: No, I didn ' t want to know anyway. 
I : You were comfortable with that level of 

participation? 
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JL: Yes. 
1:,~ I:Can we just go back again to the meeting, the trip1 ' with Hugh . What would your questions have been to him 

when, (I mean this is so hard to reconstruct so I am 
sorry for asking the question) but I am just trying 
to reconstruct what it is like to be sitting with 
somebody who saysJ '\l ook we are going to do this and 
are you ready to join us?Q 

JL: Well, you know, it is like one of us those 
conversations where , in a sense, you have been 
waiting for somebody to say that: for some time. 

I: You had been thinking in those terms anyway? 
JL: As I recall that iy-wQat I said. I am not sure that 

I asked a lot of crabby questions at that point.It is 
not particularly my style and I tend, if I go along 
with somebody whom I trust, then I do it) )Without 
critically examining it . 

I: A couple of other quescions: At the time or 
subsequently, critics have said the big weaknesses of 
the of the ARM were that it had ope no real African 
membership, that it didn ' t have a wider base. So one 
of the questions I always ask people is ''b id you ever 
get into discussions saying, you know', how are we 
going to expand the range of our revolutionary 
commitment? What is our depth in all of this? ~ 

JL: Yes . That is right and I can remember discussing 
with Hugh this particular issue and his view was 
that we were an ancillary ... [interruption followed by 
discussion of whether the tape is running properly]. 

JL: Yes , there was that debate and Hugh viewed it as 
ancillary to the ANC But the ANC were basically in 
this serious deep end [of the struggle?] . There were 
many levels at which we perhaps accommodated [ sic] 
what we were doing. One level was that we were going 
toJ in fac~ prevent the need £or revolution because we 
were going to jump people into recognition of the 
need for change without violence . 

I : That's interesting. That is a point of view that I 
hadn't heard up to this point. But you can distinctly 
remember something about it in your mind or even 
perhaps talking to Hugh about it? 

JL: That is right. You know we [believed] we were 
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tightening the screw i ..So to speak, -.Je thought it 
would obviate the need for anything more drastic. 

I: So the issue of a deeper African base was not that 
important? 

JL: It was discussed and I think it was recognized as a 
weakness but recognized that it couldn't really be 
overcome in the South African situation . 

I: There were security implications and all the rest of 
it? An ancillary question on this, were you ever 
asked to try and recruit people, white and 
particularly black) OOr was recruitment really left to 
the more senior members? 

JL: I never was asked . And I never did. 
I: So the whole issue of searching for black membership 

would not have been on your agenda anyway? 
JL: No. I mean I am not aware that we were recruiting, 

certainly not for mass membership . Basically, there 
were sufficient people on board to do the limited 
[activity] that was done. And it mighc even be that 
I was recruited because I was going to share a flat 
with Hugh shortly after the break up of his marriage . 
At the end of 1963i I went to start work on the Golden 
City Post and Drum on which he was already working, 
and I shared a flat with him. It might well have been 
that's why he wanted me on board. 

I: Possibly to cover himself? 
JL: He would hardly have shared a £lat: with me and 

carried on with the ARM activities . 
I: That would have made a lot of sense at that time. 

Were there any discussions at that timeJ that you 
might have been involved in) on the need for the ARM 
t.o ab. to issue more manifestos and to make clearer 
what it stood for because that became an issue ::) in 
April 1964 when Leftwich came back from England. I 
wondered if you had gotten involved in any of that 
discussion on objectives and whether it was a 
democratic socialist movement and so on? 

JL: No1 I never got involved in tba t .. 
I: So organizationally you were not a member of a cell? 

You carried out various driving activities? 
JL: Yes. 
I: So this is now late 1963 that you have been 
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recruited? 
I think I was recruited during the winter hol idays in 
July of 1963 . 
Around about the time of the NUSAS Congress. 
Yes, and I didn ' t start actively until I joined Hugh 
in December of 1963 . 
After that you were very active in doing the 
reconnaissance stuff and the driving. 
I would say once a mon~h. 
You never then bumped into people like Baruch Hirson 
or Rhoda Pragar who might have been dead by that 
point? 
No. 
Well let ' s take up the next stage then, which is the 
break up1 w~ h must have been pretty shocking. Or the 
pre-break-6toou p I guess. 
Yes, well there had been an extraordinary amount of 
police activity as I remember, in the Cape 
particularly. 
Yes ) CAround the time of the NUSAS Congress. 

That is right.I can remember I was just about to take 
a holiday and this i ~ bizarre world I have talked 
about . .. [ tape unclear, sleepwalking?] while working 
on Drum at that time. I can remember I ca.me into the 
office in the south of Johannesburg just about before 
I went off to hitch [hike] down to Pietermaritzburg 
for my holiday. 
You are going to s ~e your folks there? 
And Hugh said to me)t hey have arrested Leftwich. 
You know it i s a ll going to blow up .1 

Hugh was aware of that? 
He was aware of that. Yes . He said I am going to 
stick fast. This is again a level of, perhaps , 
naivety that he had. I am going to stick fast. They 
don't know about you. :fust carry on as normal. 
Oh, really, he thought you could get away with it? 
Yes. He thought he could get away with it . 
No one thought that Leftwich was going ... ? 
No. And I can remember going out. . . he gave me a 
lift out onto the main road .. . hitched a lift with a 
group of the Cambridge University drama people who 
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were going out to Pietermaritzburg to perfonn, I 
forget which Shakespeare play . 
Hopefully, some great tragedy. 
It wasn' t on e 0£ the great tragedies , I think it was 
something l ike All' s Well That Ends Well, one of the 
minor comedies~ 4 nd you know I was on this coachJ and 
you talk to people1 and you know that the balloon has 
gone up so to speak . You have got this . .. and then 
meeting people down at Pietermaritzburg who knew me 
and knew Hugh . Again , we were in a strange world . 
And then maybe De Keller had already been arrested at 
the NUSAS Congress at that point in time but you 
don ' t remember that particularly anyway? 
Maybe. I don't remember. While I was 
Pietermar itzburg the news came through that 
been arrested . I mean he had sat there at 
and waited for them to arrest him. 

down at 
Hugh had 
his desk 

Now meanwhile you were at the NUSAS Congress in 1964? 
Oh, I don 1 t know, I cannot remember. 
Maybe notJ because you were a journalist anyway. 
Exactly . Was the NUSAS Congress there? 
Yes 1964 in Pieter maritzburg. 
You might have dropped in anyway . 
I am sure I probably did, yes . 
And so you hear that Hugh has been arrested. 
[I felt] shock and horror . He could have ... there 
were people who got out . [ One sentence completely 
unclear here]. 
Yes , in the Cape some certainly did. 
And then I came back to Johannesburg and 
weeks played the innocent . 

£or two 

You just went into the office? 
Not only did I go into the office I took 
to Hugh at, I think it is called ) The 
Special Branch headquarters . 
Because you were his pal? 

food parcels 
Grey' s

1 
4fhe 

I was his pal and he is innocent and I am innocent . 
Then one day I went in and they didn't let me out . 
I went in with a food parcel . 
And they said, "Mr . Lloyd we are we are arresting 
you" ? 
Yes. 
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JL: 
I: 
JL: 
I: 
I: 

Now, in the between time, I don't know the story very 
well

1
but in the between ti.me had you met (and there 

is another name I want to ask you about) had you met 
John Harris? You knew he was a member at that point 
or didn't you even know him? 
I am trying to remember at what time I knew John was 
a member and what his involvement was.I am not clear 
about that. 
So you migh~ not even have known him at all, 
individually. 
I knew him £rom SANROC . In £act I had been, I think, 
SANROC President but as fast as they appointed them 
they got arrested. (Sentence unclear here, laughter]. 
But~ I mean., you had no association [ sic] with him at 
all. 
I didn't know that he was a member of ARM. I seem to 
remember now that Hugh told me he had left some of 
the material with John . 
That he left some of his explosives with Harris. 
Yes. 
I have heard that, I think, maybe a couple of days 
before he was arrested him.self that he sensed it was 
going to happen and had left all of that material. 
Yes. 
That material had not been left in your apartment? 
I don ' t know. 
One hopes not . 
The reason why I wanted to ask this was because there 
is a lead I had and I talked to this woman when I was 
in Israel at the end of last year and she was a 
member of the ARM and I was wondering whether you had 
met her? I have got a complete blank on her name at 
the moment. The reason why she was interesting was 
becauseJ apparently, she had been quite strongly 
influenced by the Jewish liberation struggle [ln 
Israel) and the activities of the Hagganah and the 
Stern Gang. Now, apparently, she was alleged to have 
been fairly close to Harris,and the story is (and you 
know one doesn't know what to make of these stories 
sometimes) that John may have been influenced by the 
need for, or conceived the idea that, a dramatic 
terrorist act, I mean really something like the 
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bombing of the King David Hotel in 1948. That what 
was needed was ~ot&s to "shake peopleup" and that 
this woman might have been, not the cause of itJ but 
one of the ... that in other words there was suddenly 
a sort of a Zionist influence in the ARM. Does that 
ring a bell with you? I wish I could put my finger on 
the name . 
No, I had always attributed his decision to escalate 
matters as basically being the bloke who is left 
after everybody else has gone. 
But do you know why}because you didn ' t know him well, 
and I am wondering what would have driven him to do 
that? I mean there were a lot of guys who ran. Why 
would John have stayed to do this incredible last 
act? Have you ever thought about that? 
I did think about it and I did think, you know, 
here's a bloke who has been given the materials , so 
to speak, he is the depository of ever'Y/bodijs hopes 
and fears on this. 
And > in the circumstances, he is___, you know ... maybe the 
spear carrier and he sees himself as having that 
[role?]. 
That makes a\J.-,6t of sense .. I mean without getting 
into too muctt pop psychology on this stuff . 
Yes. that is right. 
It ...,does make sense for him to suddenly feel £this 
burden? role?] I can understand that . 
He was an interesting thinker, John.I think he used 
to reach logical situations [sic, conclusions?] Like 
if you enjoy/want freedom, I can ~ee him saying 
logically~'this is where you must reach. [sic]. 
Once you start with premise A: you take the 
consequences of the whole [sic, rest of sentence 
unclear] . 
Yes . Most of us have a less clear view, we £eel our 
way very more carefully. 
More intuitive and less . . . ? 
Yes. 
I always use to think • . o f I knew him, in fact. I 
brought him into student politics when I became SRC 
President at Wits} . I t struck me Jwith John1 that he was 
a sort of fanatical person in a lot of ways • I mean 
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that in this sense that . . . ----- - - -
JL: ) Yes. Like once he reached a position, that was it, 

°i" NOi? for it holus bolus . 
I: But.J anyway, clearly, this woman , even if I found her 

name right now, wouldn ' t ring a bell with you because 
you don't remember? 

JL: Yes . 
I: 0 . K. i o the Johannesburg bombing has ne:t i :aken has 

not occurred by this point or has it? 
JL : No, it hasn ' t. 
I: 
JL: 

I : 

So you were in jail? Hugh was in jail? 
I am not in jail. I am in The Grey's. 
The Grey' s• And you are facing interrogation} and what 
are they asking you . .. ? Can you tell me a Tittle bit 
about that? Even if not the whole experience . 

JL : Yes . The technique is the classical hard- soft 
technique . There is the real five star shit who 
treats you like dirt and chen there is the good old 
fashioned South African policemen who says. "Oh God,. 
I am not doing this you know, I would rather be on 
the farm and play rugby. What is going to happen to 
Rugby Test?4 He would ask?] I think there was a Rugby 
Test corning up at that stage . They played that part 

I : 
JL: 
I: 
JL : 

I: 
JL: 
I: 
JL : 

I : 

JL: 

quite hard . 
Do you remember the two who interrogated you? 
No I don't . Ah, the name Swanepoel comes to mind. 
Swanepoel was always the hard man? 
They had gleaned some stuff 
techniques] from Cuba you see . 

[interrogation 

So) did they make you do the standing thing? 
Yes. 
Just stand and stand? 
In retrospect , you know, that again was one of our 
naiveties because that is the classic case 0£ getting 
the victim to victimize himself• I can remember later 
they came to me , one of our blokes they picked up, not 
an ARM bloke but a liberal, Gavin somebody. 
Oh yes, he is now at Rhodes . ~ is a journalism prof . 
Gavin Stewart? 
Not Gavin Stewart? Gavin . . . ? Anyway1 he drove them 
mad because as soon as they said to him/ iight you 
will talk1: he would say," Yes what do you want me to 

) 
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say. ~nd he would just talk and talk and talk and 
talk", He is an unbelievable talker. And I can 
remember them coming to me and sayin~ ' ~hat do we do 
about it?~ Classic situation [of self vistimisation] 
you see. If you think about it, first of all, from 
Hugh saying _I am going to stay and wait for them to 
pick me upj to me coming along and saying I am going 
to pretend I am not involved and I am going to bring 
the food parcels, etc. [for] two weeks/ to the stage 
where we were being interrogated. The standing 
technique actually [ 1.ed to us] collaborating in our 
own [ word unclear] . Sitting down or doing something 
but basically assisting them. So it is a consistence 
of pattern, the naivety, Of the liberal if you like . 
I think we genuinely believed the Second World War 
[image) that people didn't break. That , basically, it 
was only the cowards and such. 
But all of us believed that we ' d sort of see it 
through. 
That is a very good point because clearly people 
didn't envisage what it would really be like. 

That is right . Well you see they [the police) had 
hardened up hadn't they? I mean from the day . .. from 
Ruth's [Ruth First] first detention for one-hundred 
and nin~en days there was no physical pressure 
there. They were basically putting people on their 
[own] in isolation saying, "Are you going to talk"? , 
to a the (new] situation with the standing technique. 
And what was also clear is that although they didn't, 
I think, use physical violence on most of the whites 
{they certainly didn ' t use direct physical violence 
on me} it was standard with the b l acks . 
And then very brutal about it. I think, maybe, we all 
had a bit of an arrogant streak that because we were 
white, it would not happen to us. 
That is right, and because we were good guys and 
heroes and all the rest of it. AndJ you know.,. if it 
[the prison experience] had just been a case of 
putting people in a cell and [ the police) coming 
every day with nothing to say that would have been 
the case. J 
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I: Just to get back to ~ when they started 
interrogating you, did you tiave a sense that they 
knew a hell of a lot more than you thought or that 
you had perhaps been betrayed~ from the kinds of 
questions they asked? That sometimes demoralises you 
as well, I understand from some of the people who 
were in [jail] . 

JL : Yes , I realized from what they had to say that Hugh 
had given something away. 

I : Do you think that Hugh had named you by that point as 
a possible member or not as definitely as that? 

JL : I don't think he had done it as definitely as that . 
I think he had tried to avoid it. But he certainly 
had put me in various places at various times . 

I : They knew you had been on the East Rand on such and 
such a date perhaps? ~~,) 

JL : I cannot remember that specific . But I knew that they 
n~ d knew something about me..i and that they knew 
something in particular and that they knew something 
in general . •·• 

I : Do you recall them saying l isten you know we know you 
were involved in X and Y~ 3 

JL: Yes . 
I : So they knew all of that already? 
JL: Yes. And you see already it was obviously feeding 

through, they already knew a lot from Cape Town 
I : So Leftwich had already told them a great deal? Two 

questions I want to £ollow up on that. A) What did 
they want from you? Did they want you to tell them 
all_., or were they already thinking of trials at that 
point J or were they just saying/ look we are going to 
put you away for so and so long if you don't talk~ 

JL : Informatio~ yes. 
I : But they weren't threatening you with long sentences 

at that point? 
JL : As I recal.s Swanepoel was the most threatening.It was 

mostly physical , you felt here I was a bloke who 
basically had no compunction about ( tape unclear] . 
The other thing you think about is trt already you 

~ are aware of the ninety days culture . I : Sure . 
~ That it can go on and on and on . Tha is one of the -,Jv < 

more frightening experiences. 
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I : That was demoralizing for you? 
JL : Absolutely~ T here is no question you know that if you 

lasted fourty-eight hours or ninety-six hours as is 
the case with the Police Criminal Amendment Act in 
this country., that would be it . But they [the SA 
police} could hold you forever and ever and ever. 

TAPE side B . 
I: Can we try and do some dates on this? 
JL : I cannot remember the exact dates. I t was a 

Wednesday. I think it was mid-July. 
I Mid- July? In mid-July and so you are still in by 

your birthday which is the 29th of July . 
JL: Yes . 
I: The next question I wanted to ask was . •. 'suddenly they 

come in and tell you that Harris is .... ? 
JL: I was still being interrogated. Well I had been in 

bout two days then . 
I : O just two days and they were interrogating you hour 
aft hour? It was continuous? 
JL : Yes. Outside the hard stuff, soft, hard, soft , hard, 

soft . 
I: They didn't leave you alone for different periods? 
JL: Sometimes they would . 
I : But you had been standing pretty much most of that 

period right? 
JL : Yes. 
I: Pretty intolerable. Gne doesn ' t know how awful it is 

until you have done it , that kind of standing . And 
then the atmosphere changed? 

JL: Yes, well I can remember standing in The Grey' s tire 
4. ground and hearing fire engine sirens and then later 

people coming in and saying, " This is it". It almost 
seemed as if the whole world was (engulfed? tape 
unclear] but they appeared to attribute it to us. 

I: The police were suddenly very angry, I believe. 
JL : ~ Yes . But to a certain extent they ignored me . 
I:T at sort of took the pressure off you a little bit? 
JL : Yes, and you know that evening was just a blur 

because at some stage Brigadier van den Berghe turned 
up. 1 

I: To your. to your interrogation? 
JL: But not for long you know just a few 
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curses and he left. "Ons sal jou vermoer", ''Bl iksems 
julle is dood", 
kind of stuff. I 
unclear] . Later 
John Harris. 

I : To see you . 

learnt my Afrikaans at St . X's 
on that evening they brought 

t hat 
[ tape 
down 

JL: Yes . Well I am not sure why whether they brought him 
to see me, I can remember them sort of dragging him . 

I : You think it might have been deliberate to demoral ise 
you? 

JL : But they had been physically assaulting him. 
I : You could see that already? 
JL : I could see that he had been hit . 
I: That is to intimidate? But at that point they are not 

saying, "Listen you were involved in the station 
[bomb] we know you were involved", none of that kind 
of stuff? Did they let you sit for awhile and then 
start again? 

JL: I sort of sat there and I think at a later stage in 
the evening, I cannot remember the times , I was taken 
away to Germiston and put in a cell. 

I : They had obviously stopped the interrogation in some 
ways, obviously? They have gotten what they felt they 
needed from you and that was it? Did you have to make 
a statement then? 

JL : I didn't then. ijo . 
I: That came later? 
JL : Yes. 
I : What did they do? What did they actual ly want from 

you? Did they want to charge you with something? Or 
did they want you as a witness in the trial? Were you 
a witness in Harris ' s trial? 

JL : I was a witness. 
I: How did that come about? 
JL: Well , because I had had discussions with him [tape is 

unclear, the word could be ' them' but context 
suggests it is Harris not the security police he is 
referring to] at some stage (at the stage between 
Hugh's arrest and that) [the bomb] about what to do. 
He talked to me . Harris had talked to me . About his 
sort of big bang . 
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O.K. could you tell me about that? 
Well, he had a number of things that he had in his 
mind. One was an aeroplane, you could do an 
aeroplane . 
What was that? 
Well he said that you could build bombs that could be 
put Jin aeroplanes that would explode at a certain 
height . And he believed that you could say that 
everybody was guilty, a classic terrorist position. 
There are no innocents and thus you could justify 
that . Another thing that he ~hought about was 
government buildings of some kind , particularly post 
offices. He had some idea that you could have a go at 
a post office. That is what I knew about Harris. 
But that wasn ' t necessarily in the two weeks [ sic] 
between John ' s . .. [Hugh ' s arrest and the station 
bombing?] 
Yes . 
So John's imaginarion about these things really 
became quite vivid. 
Yes, that is right , f r om the time he had been given, 
if you like , the means and the , if you like, the 
baton had been passed to him. 
How come that you knew him at that point? 
I had known him . .. [bef oreJ . 
Was he see-j.ng seeking people to talk to? Did you have 
the feeling that he just needed to try out ideas , 
sort of thing? 
Yes . 
Someone had obviously told him. that you were a member 
of the ARM then? 
I think Hugh did. 
It must have been a bizarre conversation . 
Very/ very bizarre. I am trying to remember where we 
had them . 
In Johannesburg some where? 
Not the sort of thing you could have in an average 
cafe. 
Can you remember your reaction to ir? 
My reaction was , I was trying to cool things, you 
know. het ' s just keep it cool . 
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JL: Let ' s not do anything. k et's just leave it . 
I : Did you have a sense that he heard what you were 

saying or was he in his own world in a way? 
JL: He was very much in his own world . As I said you know 

[about his] thin!ing logicagx__hAd_ .known hi~ before 
through SANROC , not very well but the same 
relationship . 

I : He was not easily influenced, that is about his own 
decisions? 

JL: No , he was quite a strong character. 
I; A very bright boy; too. 
JL : Ironically, he had started working [ teaching] 

tutorials at Damien [College] at that time . 
I : So you had already had one or more conversations with 

him on this kind of stuff . 
JL : One. 
I : When he was talking about this did he ever raise the 

issue o~ people being . . . [killed/hurt]? 
JH ; '<}h yes. 'He said " There are no innocents" 
I : Is that the phrase he actually used? 
JL ! Yes . 
I : Extraordinary. 
JL : Yes , you asked me about my state of .mind . Looking 

back I can only attribute it [Tape unclear: Harris ' s 
state of mind?} to that very intense [Tape unclear: 
period?] 

I : I have actually heard some of this but> you know, it 
just hits me now when you say • .. how extraordinary the 
consequences were going to be . 

JL: Yes, nowadays when I read about IRA or other 
terrorist groups, I have some insight because I have 
actually heard somebody in that situation, somebody 
who otherwise is a decent humane rational [human 
being?]. 

I: How easily you can slip into that way of thinking 
once . . . . ~ o ~ .. ht,-, .., 

JL: Absolutely. Yes, the circ stances, if I c~t ake 
a relativistic moral co dition . None of us are 
incapable of thinking like that if we are put in that 
situation . You know what I am saying .. .f"t is a very 
huge difference [Tape unclear on the next few words]. 

I : You had yGu aaa not told the police . . . [about Harris]? 
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They had not asked you about Harri s yet because he 
hadn't been arrested yet? 
No. No . 
It was only later when they ' d finally broken him down 
that they then came to you? 
Once, on that evening, I realized that they had him, 
that there had been a bomb and immediately my mind 
went, '' God. Has he done it? 11 And they had picked him 
up . It was the last thing in the world I was going to 
tell them. It was not until quite a long time 
afterwards that I did . 
Did they seem to know this or were they probing a 

looking for someone they could find who could get 
into how he had been thinki ng so that as as soon as 
they knew that you had actually talked to him..., you 
were a natural ~9~sible source for what his state of 
mind was before~ Before the explosions? 
Yes. They were probing. That is the next week. 
That was the next week while you were in Germiston? 
Once the connection was made to IDE:; that was the last 
thing I was going to tell them. It was not until on 
the Monday, I go in and by that time they had broken 
him. It was Monday, or later in the week , that I was 
able to concede any knowledge of him. 
Did they come to Germiston to do that? 
I went back to The Grey's. 
You would always go back to The Grey' s? 
Yes. 
What is the next stage? Do they keep threatening you 
or . . . ? 
Yes, the next stage is 
a position where I 
morally from Harris . 
difficult to do, from 
him . 

they, basically, had put me in 
have [sic] distanced myself 
Something which was not too 
his actions anyway, not from 

So when they say, "Surely you approved of this" you 
immediately say, "No way"? 
"And surely .... " you know they lead you on. And, I 
think, at some later stage I sort of concluded that 
I would give evidence on that point . 
Did they threaten you? They did do this in some 
cases, they used family, like they did in Leftwich ' s 
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case. Did they ever use family against you? 
JL : Yes they used my mother to a certai n extent . 
I: They would bring her up to see you? 
JL : Yes , she would she came to deliver food parcels in 

Johannesburg, a very difficult journey for her from 
Pretoria. 

I: She had moved up to Pretoria by this point? 
JL: No , she never lived in Pietermaritzburg. She always ) 

during this time ) worked for the British High 
Commission [in Pretoria] . 

JL : Cape Town and Pretoria , as you know during chis 
period Parliament was out of session so she was in 
Pretoria. 

I: But they didn't say to her, "Look .. .. " , or did they 
use her? In some case they saidj''And tell your son or 
daughter . . . " . 

JL : To be fair to her she said this is what they asked me 
to do . I mean, obviously, you must decide for 
yourself 

I: They weren ' t able to make her so distraught that she 
would really ... that it would really up the emotional 
ante for you? 

JL : Yes , to a certain extent, because she was saying, you 
know, this is terrible) that she was not feeling[? Tape 
unclear] right about it J and I was made aware of the 
pressure on her . 

I: That must have been a pretty awful time . Then at some 
point you decided you were going to give evidence 
against Harris on his state of mind . It must have been 
a very very difficult decision. 

JL : Yes , Extraordinar y. The sort of position where you 
you dug back again and again. 

I : Can you remember why you did it? 
JL : Oh, I think because you are in isolation. You decide 

this is something you distance yourself from . You did 
disapprove, therefore there is no reason why you 
shouldn't get up and tell the truth. You are not doing 
anything more than telling the truth, nothing more or 
less . The other frame of it in terms of duty, loyalty 
etcJ becomes short circuited by the £act that your only 
contact is , basically, with the pol ice. 

I : They become your fami l y , your world in a way. 
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Yes . I can remember asking them about a career in the 
Force! You become socialized and that is the function , 
it seems to me, of all solitary confinement . 
Basically, somebody' s feeding you in all sorts of 
ways with a pen [pin?J totally dependent on somebody 
and you are being incorporated into their value 
system . 
It is the Stockholm Syndrome after that Embassy that 
was taken over by terrorists in Stockholm and the 
people ( working thereJ started identifying more and 
more and more with their w-i-th the i.r kidnappers, in a 
sense [that is what] victims do. 
Yes. I remember it too . 
Ite is a well-known phenomenon . Even in the 
concentration camps they would find Jews who would try 
to survive by dressing like Nazi guards and acting 
like them in a sort of ultimate [desperate] hope that 
might lead to survival. 
Well) I dare say that I can remember in Germiston there 
was a young police constable who had come from South 
West Africa as it then was , Namibia now. I remember 
talking to him and asking him about his career and 
really being quite interested . 
That' s really extraordinary although one can certainly 
understand it . 
[Tape unclear: That ' s the truth of it?] 
I am interested in the time that then went [sic] . I 
don ' t know the dates any more . You then agreed to give 
evidence and they leave you alone? 
They leave you alone largely. 
Or do they keep coming back to you? 
They keep coming back for additional stuff . 
You have seen no one else from the ARM at this point? 
You are alone and in Germiston? You don't have any 
contact with Hugh or Rosemary or anybody else? 
No. At a later stage I was moved to Pretoria. I 
forget to which police station . It made it easier for 
my mother. 
But also, obviously, that was where the trials were . 
Yesc I am interested in whether there was any sort of 
counter-pressure on you from ARM people? But you would 
not have run in into any of them? 
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JL: [ Tape unclear: Quite true?] I think those people who 
were charged were taken to Pretoria Centra l . So they 
saw each other but I was kept qui~'u seperately. 

I: Since you weren't charged anyway . The trial its elf 
was that a very traumatic experience for you then? The 
worst part of it I suppose? 

JL : Yes . 
I: Your fear of what the consequences of this were going 

to be, was that part paramount in your mind? 
JL: Yes~ I really could not foresee the consequences at 

all . It was that uncertain. 
I : You weren't in the dock for very long I assume? 
JL: No I t was fa i rly brief . I don't think I was ever 

cross-examined . 
I: You just gave your evidence for the State and then the 

defence didn't have a go at you? 
JL : In my memory they didn ' t . 
I: Were you promised release if you gave evidence? 
JL: No there was no . . .. I suppose you assume at some stage 

[sic], they were in fact [sic], you know it went on 
and on . 

I : So in your mind you weren' t even sure whether they 
might have still prosecuted you? 

JL : Yes. 
I : Did they re: ease you fairly soon afterwards? 
JL : No. t hey kept me quite a long time afterwards . 
I : Did they do that for any special reason? 
JL: I think they were still involved in some mopping up 

and presumabl y they assumed there might be things 
that I hadn ' t told them. As I told you this bloke 

~ Stewart, ,, they came in for various additional stuff. 
You must call Gavin Stewart. There was a strange 
period whe ~ I wasn ' t apparently to be prosecuted . 
There is nothing happening. Then you get into sort of 
a never never world. I had started off being very 
disciplined about .. . started with the Bible and four 
walls and disciplined about readingJ disciplined about 
doing memory exercises, disciplined about doing 
physical exercises. And then gradually that 
deteriorated. I can remember stopping doing both the 
physical exercises and the mental exercises 

I think one deteriorates over time . 
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I : A demoralization I suppose? ~ 
JL: Then you say to yourselfj ~~hy am I not escaping? You 

know that ~ people have escaped . 
I : You were finally released in 1965? 
JL: No, December of 1964. 
I : Then did you leave the country right away or did you 

stay at home? 
JL: I stayed for about a month and then left . I left just 

before Christmas of 1964 . 
I : The last question then is looking back on it all and 

thinking about the ARM what is your summing up of what 
its purposes were , whether it was wasted [sic] ... ? 

JL: I feel that it was a wrong alley, a wrong turning all 
of us took . We were neither wholly committed co 
revolutionary [action?] nor to, say, principles of non
revolutionary positions . I think we were the product of 
a very sick society, in a way. I mean I am not saying 
that was all it was about . It was a healthy response to 
fight that. But I think we were really victims of a 
number of illusions. Illusions about what we could 
achiev~ i llusions ab?ut ?ur own ?arti_cular strengths . 
I told you about this bizarre situation where we all 
say, "Well , you know they are going to pick us up but 
we won't break"• 0 therwise1 you know1 Hugh and I and John 
Harris would have been out of the country or 't into 
Swaziland at least. I had a valid passport for goodness 
sake. So we were largely naive and I think the victims 
of some illusions. 

I : You have to be, to be part of a movement like that 
perhaps? 

JL : Well, perhaps you do, perhaps you do. 
JL : I mean to be revolutionary as such> you can have various 

ions . I think because we were divorced from the 
tr earn and as far as I know looking in hindsighS, we 
inly made no particular contribution to the 
utionary struggle. I don ' t think1 and I sadly say this ) 

you 
stru 
foot 
larg 
this 

think if historians look back at chis they would say 
now that was an important aspect of the revolutionary 
gle '" [ Tape unclear : but the ARM ?] is going to be a 
ote I am afraid . This was the response of a group of 
ly t hite, middle-class intellectuals, professionals to 
sicuation . 
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I : So in a certain sense it is understandable that it 
happened but that there was a deficiency at the 
beginnin~ in trying to think through exactly where it 
was going? 

JL: Yesc. I think there was a lack of rigour in thinking it 
through) ~ lack of discipline too . In secret police 
state its not easy to have [that kind of} debate is it? 

I: It isn't) and my sense of it ~ too is we were people 
who wanted to act rather than to think well . 

JL : I think we felt so hopeless about this situation. 
I: It was really awful. 
JL : We felt there was nothing that was being done . 

There [seemed to be?] nothing that we could do. I think 
we felt we didn't have a commitment to revolutionary 
politics in the full - blooded Umkhonto we Sizwe sense . 
We would have liked to be seen as sympathetic to 
that[MK] but not have blood on our hands . 

I : But even Umkhonto took the line that it had to be 
violence against property not people. Mandela said 
that . After all Umkhonto was broken open even earlier 
[ than the ARMJ . I think we also underestimated the 
South African Police State . I think between 1959 when, 
basically, you had the old PC Plod at the back of the 
[halL] , you remember them don ' t you? As soon as the 
speeches were made they put away their notebooks looked 
at their watches [tape unclear: and left?J. Then [after 
they left] you really explain [sic] the explosive 
sruff . Van den Berghe, in my view, again starting with 
hindsight and trying to sort out the pieces, clearly 
made it [ the Special Branch] a much more efficient 
[organisation] and we probably under estimated that . 

I : It is interei ting though that the ARM, basically, 
collapsed because of a series of mistakes . If Leftwich 
had not had those things in his in his room, if 
Leftwich had not opened the door when he didn ' t need 
to[sic] . . . Those are big ifs. For all that it did survive 
remarkably long in a fairly loose kind of way . 

JL : Yes , it actually did. 
I : But where would it have gone at that point? Although 

you weren't involved in those discussions , by the time 
that it was broken there was a real question about 
where it was going ~and whether it was worth going on. 
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There was a debate [on this question ]at the top . 4nct 
That is the end of my questions . Thank you very much . 
This ends the interview with John Lloyd . 

Final Editing 12 . 6 . 2005 
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